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Body:

The following is a listing of the location/disposition of NSA documents as of 17 DEC 97:234 records either at 

NARA or awaiting delivery to NARA- 121 already delivered to NARA as of 17 DEC 97;- 13 voted on by Board at 

March meeting, awaiting delivery to NARA- 26 voted on by Board at November meeting, awaiting delivery to 

NARA- 45 consent releases (per NSA), awaiting delivery to NARA- 28 consent releases (per 3rd agencies), 

awaiting delivery to NARA- 1 unclassified record, already delivered to NARA (unable to find any record of ARRB 

action)28 records awaiting review/referral/negotiation:- 13 records still to be reviewed by the Board - 8 which 

contain USAF equities/awaiting USAF review- 5 which require further consultation with NSA staff- 2 which 

contain DIA equities/awaiting DIA review3 "administrative errors" (problems with # assignments, etc.)10154, 

10207, 102095 records whose status is unknown/undetermined:- 10050. This record was originally classified 

as CONFIDENTIAL and contained FBI equities. I passed this on to Debbie Beatty at the FBI, who then returned 

it, however, I have been unable to locate the document up until this time. - 10135. NSA has no record of 

delivery to ARRB, search of safe conducted w/negative results.- 10201. NSA staff indicated that this record 

was passed to Michelle Combs.- 10216. NSA states delivery to ARRB 13 MAR 97, search of safe conducted 

w/negative results, (However, this record is UNCLASSIFIED and therefore might have been handled outside of 

normal channels by former ARRB staff.)- 10242. NSA states delivery to ARRB 13 MAR 97, search of safe 

conducted w/negative results, (However, this record is UNCLASSIFIED and therefore might have been handled 

outside of normal channels by former ARRB staff.)NOTES:- "Greased" copies of the records awaiting delivery 

to NARA are still being prepared by our NSA POC.- I have set up a meeting with Jim Claxton at DIA on 30 DEC 

97 at 1000 in order to review the two DIA records.- Doug Horne has indicated that he has extended an 

invitation to the USAF to attend a declassification session, presumably the one to be held in February. I believe 

that that meeting might be the best time to deal with the USAF equities in 8 of the records. - Due to holiday 

leave schedule conflicts, I am planning to discuss the 5 consultation/negotiation documents with NSA staff at 

the beginning of the new year, with the aim of completing negotiations two weeks before the 21-22 JAN 97 

Board meeting in DC.
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